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Representations of social categories help us make sense of the social world, supporting predictions and
explanations about groups and individuals. In an experiment with 156 participants, we explore whether
children and adults are able to understand category-property associations (such as the association
between “girls” and “liking pink”) in structural terms, locating an object of explanation within a larger
structure and identifying structural constraints that act on elements of the structure. We show that
children as young as 3–4 years old show signs of structural thinking, and that 5–6-year-olds show
additional differentiation between structural and nonstructural thinking, yet still fall short of adult
performance. These findings introduce structural connections as a new type of nonaccidental relationship
between a property and a category, and present a viable alternative to internalist accounts of social
categories, such as psychological essentialism.
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Imagine that a school introduces a dress code stating that chil-
dren must dress in solid colors. When school begins, most boys are
wearing blue; most girls are wearing pink. What explains the
correlation between gender and color? One explanation is that
boys naturally prefer blue, and girls pink. But a glance at history
reveals that in the 19th century, pink was considered the vigorous,
masculine color, whereas girls wore “delicate and dainty” blue
(Fausto-Sterling, 2012). If an explanation that appeals to intrinsic
preferences is inadequate, an alternative might be to appeal to a
structural feature of the environment: stores reliably stock more
pink options for girls than for boys. In this case, availability could
be a sufficient explanation for the observed correlation.

This example illustrates structural thinking. A hallmark of struc-
tural thinking is locating an object of explanation within a larger
structure and identifying structural constraints that act on compo-
nents of the structure to shape the distribution of outcomes for each
component. In our example, girls occupy a position within larger

social and institutional structures that make them more likely than
boys to wear pink. A structural approach to social categories
differs from internalist approaches, which focus on essential or
inherent properties of the category itself. In the current paper, we
ask whether and when children develop the ability to think about
social categories in structural terms.

The most prominent internalist approach to theorizing about the
representation of social categories is based on the notion of psy-
chological essentialism, which refers to the tendency to represent
(some) categories in terms of underlying essences that are consti-
tutive of category membership and/or causally responsible for key
category features (Gelman, 2003). Psychological essentialism of-
fers an efficient basis for classification and inference, but can also
lead to unwarranted normative expectations about categories, ste-
reotypical generalizations, and prejudice (Leslie, 2017).

Other approaches to social categories are similarly internal-
ist. For example, Cimpian and Salomon (2014) proposed the
inherence heuristic (distinct from but compatible with essen-
tialism), defined as the tendency to explain observed patterns in
terms of the inherent properties of the objects that instantiate
them (see also Cimpian, 2015; Salomon & Cimpian, 2014). If
girls wear pink, people might infer that it must be due to
something inherent about pink (“it is delicate”) and/or girls
(“they are attracted to delicate colors”), rather than considering
a broader range of external, historical factors. Another approach
comes from Prasada and Dillingham’s (2006, 2009) aspect
hypothesis, according to which some features of a category are
viewed as aspects of the kind. For example, “fighting crime” is
an aspect of being a police officer, so the feature fighting crime
shares what they call a “principled” connection to the represen-
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tation of the category, whereas a feature that is associated only
statistically (e.g., “eating donuts”) does not.

While psychological essentialism, the inherence heuristic, and
the aspect hypothesis are importantly distinct in their commitments
regarding categorical representations, they all support internalist
explanations for associations between a category and a feature
(e.g., “she chose pink because girls like delicate colors”), as well
as formal explanations that appeal to category membership (e.g.,
“she chose pink because she is a girl”). By contrast, they lack
mechanisms for representing structures as distinct from their ele-
ments, that is, differentiating kinds (“girls”) from the structures in
which they are embedded (the social position occupied by girls).
As a result, they cannot readily accommodate the kind of structural
thinking supported by a structural approach.

With a structural approach, reliable connections between prop-
erties and categories can be represented as a consequence of stable
structural constraints acting on categories from the outside.
Category-property associations thus support what philosophers of
social science call structural explanations, which situate the object
of explanation in a network of relationships within a larger, orga-
nized whole (a structure; Haslanger, 2016). These explanations
identify how relationships to other parts of the whole modify the
probability distribution over possible states of the part whose
properties are being explained (compared with a hypothetical case
outside a structure, to other locations within the structure, or to
different structures). For example, an internalist explanation for
why many (married, heterosexual) women leave their jobs after
having a child might appeal to women’s priorities or abilities,
whereas a structural explanation would identify constraints that
affect women in virtue of their position within the social structure
(e.g., unpaid parental leave, a gender wage gap). These structural
constraints shift the probability distribution across different out-
comes for women versus men. Under different structural con-
straints (e.g., “if society were organized differently” or “for men or
women in a different culture”), the same event (having a child)
need not trigger the same outcomes. Rather than pinpoint trigger-
ing causes (e.g., the baby’s arrival), structural explanations iden-
tify constraints that shape the causal relationships between trig-
gering causes and their effects (Dretske, 1988). To use a nonsocial
example, consider whether the accelerator pedal causes the car to
go. Under one structural arrangement of car parts, the pedal press
triggers the car’s movement. However, under a different structural
arrangement (e.g., in a car in an autonomous driving mode, or in
a neutral gear) this relationship would no longer hold.

Like essentialist explanations, structural explanations can ac-
count for the relative homogeneity within social groups and the
rich inductive potential of social categories. Indeed, some advo-
cates for essentialism recognize that external constraints can give
rise to these features (Rangel & Keller, 2011; Rhodes & Manda-
laywala, 2017). But the structural view does more than acknowl-
edge external factors; it also builds in a distinction between nodes
(positions within social structures) and node occupiers (categories
that occupy those positions; Haslanger, 2016). This distinction
brings to light a potential ambiguity in formal explanation (e.g.,
“Smith quit her job after the baby because she’s a woman,” where
the term “woman” can refer to either the node or the node occu-
pier). Such explanations could attribute stable properties directly to
the node (i.e., women’s location in a structure), without necessarily
tying them to its inherent nature (i.e., to women themselves). In

other words, a formal explanation could support both structural
and internalist interpretations, a prediction that our experiments
test.

One way to appreciate what constitutes a structural explanation
is to consider what it is not. Structural explanations are not merely
“situation” explanations from the traditional person-situation di-
chotomy, such as appealing to unexpected traffic to explain why
Mary is late (Ross & Nisbett, 2011), because structural explana-
tions necessarily invoke stable constraints acting on a category in
virtue of its position in a structure. Structural explanations also
differ from “causal history of reasons” explanations (Malle, 2004),
which are narrower in their restriction to intentional behavior, yet
broader in allowing for nonstructural antecedents to reasons. It is
useful to think of structural explanations in terms of the analysis of
variance (ANOVA) or “cube model” (Kelley, 1973), in which a
behavior is attributed to covarying factors (person, situation, or
stimulus). The cube model assumes that the data (behaviors) come
from an “unconfounded” factorial design in which factors vary
independently. Structural thinking is instead sensitive to confounds
between people and situations; within a social structure, categories
are often constrained by their nodes. The category “women” can
only occupy the women node, which constrains the range of
properties the occupier can display. When a social position and a
category are thus confounded, a pattern of covariation between a
category and property is compatible with (at least) two causal
models: internalist and structural (i.e., the property can be caused
either by the inherent characteristics of the category, or by the
structural position). In this, the structural approach departs from
Kelley’s original model, where situational and internal causes are
expected to produce distinct covariation patterns.

The notion of a confound between a category and its social
location also helps to position the structural view of categories
relative to role-based categories, such as guest, which specify roles
in relational structures, roughly corresponding to Haslanger’s
“nodes” (Asmuth & Gentner, 2017; Goldwater, Bainbridge, &
Murphy, 2016; Markman & Stilwell, 2001). This research focuses
on how people extract a common relation across a taxonomically
diverse set of items (a hotel guest, a house guest, a dragonfly
visiting your garden; Goldwater, Markman, & Stilwell, 2011) to
form such representations. Structural thinking about social cate-
gories similarly requires representations of relational positions, but
applies to cases where a relational position is confounded with
membership in a (perceived) taxonomic category (e.g., when a
particular position is more likely to be occupied by people of a
particular gender)—a condition that need not hold for role-based
categories like guest. The structural view is thus a genuine depar-
ture from prior work on the representation of social categories.

The Development of Structural Thinking

Structural thinking shares some characteristics with internalist
thinking (e.g., supporting category homogeneity and inductive
potential), but others with other forms of externalist reasoning
(e.g., appealing to features “outside” the category). As a result,
research that is not specifically designed to measure the signatures
of structural thinking is hard to interpret. Preliminary work sug-
gests that adults are able to engage in structural thinking (Vasily-
eva & Lombrozo, 2018), and cross-cultural research on indepen-
dent versus interdependent construals (Nisbett, 2003) suggests that
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the reasoning style associated with structural thinking is not as
“unnatural” as it may seem. But are children able to engage in
structural thinking? And if so, when does this ability develop?

Several findings suggest that young children may lack the
conceptual prerequisites and/or knowledge to engage in structural
thinking. For instance, prior work demonstrates that children view
some social categories (such as gender) as essentialized natural
kinds from an early age (Rhodes & Gelman, 2009; Taylor, 1996),
even when cultural input suggests otherwise (Astuti, Solomon,
Carey, Ingold, & Miller, 2004). There is also evidence that young
children tend not to endorse environmental factors as explanations
for category features (Taylor, Rhodes, & Gelman, 2009), although
the environmental factors that were examined were primarily non-
structural in nature. Finally, as young as 4–5 years of age, children
tend to generate and endorse “inherent” explanations of categorical
patterns over “extrinsic” ones (Cimpian & Markman, 2011; Cim-
pian & Steinberg, 2014).

Beyond evidence of early essentialist and inherence-based rea-
soning, there is evidence that children lack capacities involved in
structural thinking. Structural explanation could rely on structure-
wide counterfactual alternatives (i.e., considering how things
would be if a structure were different), which may not emerge until
age 7–8 (Beck, Robinson, Carroll, & Apperly, 2006; Rafetseder,
Cristi-Vargas, & Perner, 2010). Structural reasoning also relies on
representing relations, and research on relational reasoning sug-
gests a developmental shift in relevant capacities throughout and
beyond the preschool years (e.g., Gentner, 1983, 1988, 2005;
Richland, Morrison, & Holyoak, 2006).

On the contrary, there is evidence consistent with the idea that
children might engage in structural (or at least externalist) thinking
from an early age. By age 3, children understand that emotions can
have situational causes (Harris, 1989; Lagattuta, Wellman, &
Flavell, 1997; Lagattuta & Wellman, 2001; Sayfan & Lagattuta,
2008, 2009; Wellman & Lagattuta, 2000), and by age 4, children
can use covariation information to make situational over personal
attributions (Seiver, Gopnik, & Goodman, 2013). Four-year-olds
also recognize moral constraints on their own behavior (Chernyak
& Kushnir, 2014) and acknowledge that the behavior of members
of a social category can be driven by common norms (Kalish,
2012; Kalish & Shiverick, 2004; Rakoczy, Warneken, & Toma-
sello, 2008; Smetana, 1981; Turiel, 1983).1 These findings suggest
that children can engage in externalist and norm-based thinking, if
not structural thinking per se.

A final and more intriguing possibility is that young children
could be more open to structural thinking than older children and
adults. Young children are more flexible than older children about
some social categories, such as race (Rhodes & Gelman, 2009),
and less rigidly dispositional in their explanations for behavior
(Gonzalez, Zosuls, & Ruble, 2010; Kalish, 2002; Rholes & Ruble,
1984; Seiver et al., 2013). There is also evidence that they have
weaker assumptions about causal structure, which can translate
into superior learning of a structure that older children and adults
do not anticipate encountering (Lucas, Bridgers, Griffiths, & Go-
pnik, 2014). This body of work suggests that relative to older
children and adults, young children could have weaker expecta-
tions about the causal principles governing social categories, and
thus be more willing to entertain a variety of representations. Our
experiment tests these possibilities.

Experiment

This experiment had three goals: to determine whether and
when children can successfully engage in structural thinking in
explaining the association between a category and a property, to
determine whether a structural construal can be experimentally
induced, and to evaluate the prediction that structural thinking can
support formal explanations. To accomplish these goals, we intro-
duced a novel category-property association and we induced either
an internalist construal (in a nonstructural framing condition) or a
structural construal (in a structural framing condition). We then
prompted children to explain the association, coding their expla-
nations as internalist, structural, or other. We predicted that on
both open-ended and close-ended measures, the former condition
would promote internalist explanations, and the latter would pro-
mote structural explanations. We included additional measures to
probe other markers of structural thinking and to test our predic-
tion about formal explanations.

For these additional measures, we adopted an approach mir-
roring Prasada and Dillingham (2006, 2009; see also Haward,
Wagner, Carey, & Prasada, 2018), who developed a set of tasks
that can be used to identify whether people construe the con-
nection between a feature and a category as principled (e.g.,
fighting crime and being a police officer) or statistical (e.g.,
eating donuts and being a police officer). They showed that
only principled connections between kinds and features sup-
ported partial definitions (a police officer is a person who fights
crime), and formal explanations (this person fights crime be-
cause she is a police officer). We employed modified versions
of these tasks, as well as a measure of mutability, which probed
the extent to which a property-category association is perceived
to be contingent on the structure within which the category is
embedded.

We predicted that a structural construal, relative to an inter-
nalist construal, would manifest in higher ratings of property
mutability (since the category-property association is contin-
gent on the structure) and lower ratings for partial definitions
(since the property is not inherent to the category). We also
predicted that both internalist and structural thinking would
support formal explanations. Specifically, if both experimental
conditions succeed in framing the property-category connection
as nonaccidental, and if the category label invoked within a
formal explanation can be taken to refer either to the category
per se (under the internalist construal) or to the structural node
(under the structural construal), we would expect the label to
support explanations for the property-category association in
each case.

1 Translating research on norms into predictions about structural reason-
ing is not straightforward. First, moral norms carry deontic content, which
distinguishes them from other kinds of structural constraints (such as a
wage gap) that do not. Second, category-specific norms can be interpreted
in either essentialist or structural terms (e.g., if girls are not allowed to go
out after 9 p.m., this could stem from inherent characteristics of girls, or
structural forces). Existing studies about norms have not made these
distinctions, complicating their interpretation with regard to structural
reasoning.
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Method

Participants

We recruited forty-one 3–4-year-olds (mean age 4.3 years,
range 3.0–4.9; 23 females, 18 males), forty-eight 5–6-year-olds
(mean age 5.6 years, range 5.0–6.9; 23 females, 25 males), and
sixty-seven adults (mean age 33 years, range 19–71; 33 females,
64 males). Children were recruited in local museums and pre-
schools and tested in person using an illustrated storybook pre-
sented on a laptop; adults were recruited via Amazon Mechanical
Turk and tested online.2

Materials, Design, and Procedure

Participants were first introduced to a school where girls and
boys study in separate classrooms, and presented with fictitious
data about students playing different games during recess: girls
predominantly played “Yellow-Ball” while boys predominantly
played “Green-Ball.” Participants were told that the game each
child played was determined by tossing a pebble toward two
buckets standing side by side: if the pebble fell into the yellow
bucket, that child played Yellow-Ball that day, and if the pebble
fell into the green bucket, that child played Green-Ball that day
(Figure 1a); in the end, each child received a ball to play with.

The critical manipulation concerned the sizes of the buckets. In
one condition, both buckets were of the same size (Figure 1b); we
refer to it as the nonstructural framing condition, so named because
it was designed to induce a nonstructural, internalist mode of
construal, by way of establishing that the structural factors (the
bucket sizes in each classroom) did not favor one game over the
other. The striking deviations in game choices from the chance
pattern of “50% Yellow-Ball � 50% Green-Ball” in this condition
thus provided evidence that girls and boys differed in their inherent
preferences (see Kushnir, Xu, & Wellman, 2010, for evidence that
even younger children infer preferences on the basis of such
statistical evidence). In the structural framing condition, so named
because it was designed to induce a structural construal, one
bucket was much larger than the other: in the girls’ classroom the
yellow bucket was larger, with the reverse in the boys’ classroom

(Figure 1c). The size difference imposed a stable structural con-
straint on the probability distribution over options available to
members of each category, inviting a structural interpretation of
the category-property connection.

After comprehension checks, all participants completed a series
of measures designed to differentiate an internalist from a struc-
tural construal of the property-category association (see the online
supplemental materials for the full script and details). First, in the
open-ended explanation task, participants were asked: “So, the
girls in the girls’ classroom play Yellow-Ball a lot at their school.
Why?” Second, participants completed a causal explanation eval-
uation task and the three additional measures: mutability, partial
definition, and formal explanation.

In the causal explanation evaluation task, children evaluated
three kinds of causal explanations offered by puppets that “some-
times say things that are smart, and sometimes say things that are
silly.” The puppets explained that girls tend to play Yellow-Ball
“because girls like playing Yellow-Ball” (internalist); “because in
the girls’ classroom, it’s easier to throw a pebble in the yellow
bucket” (structural); or “because they got sprinkled with water”
(an incidental explanation invoking an irrelevant fact from the
cover story, included to monitor how much young children strug-
gle differentiating the truth of a claim from its status as a good
explanation; Allen, 2008; Amsterlaw, 2006). Participants evalu-
ated each explanation using a two-step, 4-point thumb scale: they
first chose one of two thumbs representing “good explanation”
(up) and “bad explanation” (down), and they then chose between
two subsequent options based on their choice: “kind of good/bad”
(small thumb) or “really good/bad” (big thumb)—a scale previ-
ously shown to work well to measure children’s agreement with
explanations (Cimpian & Steinberg, 2014; Hussak & Cimpian,
2015).

2 For adults, participation was restricted to users with an IP address
within the United States and an approval rating of at least 95% based on at
least 50 previous tasks. The study was approved by the University of
California Berkeley Committee for Protection of Human Subjects, Causal
Learning in Children project (Protocol No. 2010-01-631). The size of the
developmental sample was determined from power analyses based on
effect sizes from pilot studies.

Figure 1. Illustrations of the procedure determining which game each student played in the story (a) and of the
different constraints on the probability of outcomes in the nonstructural (b) and structural conditions (c). See the
online article for the color version of this figure.
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For the mutability judgment, participants were told that after a
change in the school’s rules allowing children to attend any class-
room, Suzy’s parents transferred her to the boys’ classroom “be-
cause they know the teacher there” (suggesting the transfer was not
driven by Suzy’s preferences). Participants were asked to guess
which game Suzy would play the day after transferring, responding
on a two-step, 4-point scale ranging from “for sure Yellow-Ball”
to “for sure Green-Ball.” This mutability judgment mirrors more
familiar “switched at birth” tasks in the essentialism literature
(Gelman & Wellman, 1991), in which children are asked, for
example, whether a cow raised by pigs will moo or go oink.
Similarly, our mutability judgment involves a change in environ-
ment (structural constraints), and participants are asked to infer
whether a property will match the exemplar’s category (the node
occupier) or the new environment (the node). On an internalist
construal of the category-property association, participants should
predict that Suzy will play Yellow-Ball. On a structural construal,
they should be more inclined to think she will play Green-Ball.
This shift would also show that structural positions are seen as
influencing behavior, rather than merely reflecting internal pref-
erences.

For the partial definition task, participants rated whether an alien
did a good job telling what a girl is to another alien who had never
heard about girls: “A girl is a person who plays Yellow-Ball a lot.”
Participants used a two-step, 4-point scale (“really bad job” to
“really good job”).

In the formal explanation task, participants were asked to eval-
uate a puppet’s formal explanation for why Suzy plays Yellow-
Ball a lot at her school—“Because Suzy is a girl”—using the
two-step, 4-point thumb scale ranging from “really bad” to “really
good.”

Results and Discussion

Due to differing test formats and sample sizes, data from chil-
dren and adults were analyzed separately. For the open-ended
explanation task, participants’ explanations were coded as inter-
nalist, structural, or miscellaneous (Table 1). The explanations
were coded by two independent coders, Cohen’s � � .87, p � .001
(see the Appendix for additional details on the coding procedure).

The distribution of internalist and structural explanations was
affected by the framing condition for each age group: Fisher’s
exact tests comparing response distributions as a function of Fram-
ing (nonstructural, structural) � Explanation Type (internalist,
structural) were significant, pyounger � .032; polder � .001;
padults � .001. As Figure 2 shows, structural explanations were

more likely to be produced under the structural framing than the
nonstructural framing in all age groups (Fisher’s exact tests on
proportion of structural explanations, pyounger � .048; polder �
.001; padults � .001). There was also an overall trend of producing
more internalist explanations under the nonstructural framing than
the structural framing, reflecting the efficacy of the nonstructural
framing condition in inducing an internalist construal; the differ-
ence was significant for adults (p � .001), marginal for the
younger children (p � .052), and not significant for the older
children (p � .238), although the difference was in the predicted
direction.

Critically, in the structural framing condition some proportion of
participants in each age group produced structural explanations
(Figure 2, right panel, black bars). There was also evidence of
developmental change in children’s response to structural framing,
Age Group (younger, older) � Generated Explanation (internalist,
structural), �2(1, N � 33) � 3.86, p � .049. Specifically, the two
age groups showed opposite response trends: whereas younger
children were more likely to generate internalist explanations than
structural explanations, older children were more likely to generate
structural explanations than internalist explanations.

The causal explanation evaluation task (Figure 3) similarly
revealed an effect of framing, but only for older children. Specif-
ically, a mixed ANOVA on children’s evaluations as a function of
explanation type (internalist, structural, incidental), framing (non-
structural, structural), and age group (3–4, 5–6) revealed an inter-
action between explanation type and condition, F(2, 170) � 6.00,
p � .003, �p

2 � .066, qualified by a three-way interaction including
age, F(2, 170) � 3.73, p � .026, �p

2 � .042 (also significant if

Table 1
Open-Ended Explanation Coding Scheme: Sample Explanations Coded as Internalist, Structural, or Miscellaneous

Internalist explanations: appeal to
category members’ liking, wanting,

preferring, aiming for one of the games

Structural explanations: make a comparative
statement about accessibility of the games for

girls vs. boys
Miscellaneous: question restatements, proximal
cause explanations, and unclassifiable responses

“maybe the girls just like it better, so they
always aim to get their pebbles into the
Yellow-Ball bucket”

“’cause they love Yellow-Ball”
“because they like the color yellow”

“because the pebble went into the yellow bin,
because the yellow one is bigger”

“because for the girls, it is easier to get their
pebble into the yellow bucket”

“I don’t know”
“’cause they did”
“the yellow ball is brighter than the green one”
“because they need to get balls for fun”
“because of the amount of times the pebble went

into the yellow bucket”

Figure 2. Distribution of internalist and structural explanations generated
in response to question about why girls play Yellow-Ball, as a function of
framing condition and age group. Error bars represent 1 SEM.
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restricting the analysis to internalist and structural explanations,
p � .012). The interaction was driven by the selective effect of
framing on 5–6-year-olds’ evaluations of the structural explana-
tion: while the youngest group was not sensitive to the framing
manipulation, the 5–6-year-olds rated structural explanations
higher in the structural condition than in the nonstructural condi-
tion (pyounger � .390, polder � .001). There was also a main effect
of explanation type, F(2, 170) � 9.87, �p

2 � .104, with lower
ratings for the incidental explanations than the internalist (p �
.001) and structural (p � .002) explanations, which did not differ
from each other (p � .452).

For adults’ ratings, an Explanation Type (essentialist, structural,
incidental) � Framing (nonstructural, structural) mixed ANOVA
revealed the expected interaction, F(2, 126) � 117.83, p � .001,
�p

2 � .652: structural explanations were rated higher under the
structural than nonstructural framing, and the reverse held for the
internalist explanations (planned pairwise comparisons, ps �
.001). This interaction also drove a marginal effect of framing,
F(1, 63) � 3.74, p � .058, �p

2 � .056), with a trend for higher
ratings in the structural condition. Finally, there was a main effect
of explanation type, F(2, 126) � 171.15, p � .001, �p

2 � .731:
ratings decreased significantly from structural to internalist to
incidental explanations (all pairwise ps � .001).

Having found evidence of structural thinking in our open- and
close-ended causal explanation tasks, we turn to our additional
measures. For the mutability judgment task (Figure 4a), we pre-
dicted that properties construed as structural (under the structural
framing) would be more mutable than properties construed as
internalist (under the nonstructural framing). Consistent with this

prediction, an ANOVA with framing condition and age group as
between-subjects factors revealed the predicted main effect of
framing, F(1, 85) � 8.95, p � .004, �p

2 � .095, with no main effect
of age group, F(1, 85) � 1.05, p � .309, nor interaction, F(1,
85) � .01, p � .984. Similarly, adults rated the target property as
more mutable under the structural than nonstructural framing,
t(65) � 8.04, p � .001, d � 2.00.

For the partial definition task (Figure 4b), we predicted that
properties construed as internalist would support category defini-
tions better than properties construed as structural. However, an
ANOVA on children’s ratings with framing condition and age
group as between-subjects factors did not reveal a significant
effect of framing, F(1, 85) � .18, p � .675. Neither the age effect,
F(1, 85) � .36, p � .360, nor the interaction, F(1, 85) � .02, p �
.887, was significant. In contrast, adults displayed the predicted
pattern, t(65) � 2.11, p � .039, d � .52.

Finally, as predicted, formal explanation ratings did not signif-
icantly differ across the nonstructural and structural conditions for
either group of children or for adults, all ps � .916 (Figure 4c),
suggesting that these explanations support both internalist and
structural construals.

These results reveal that even young children are capable of
structural thinking, as reflected in their open-ended explanations
and their judgments concerning the mutability of properties under
structural changes. They also provide the first demonstration that
across all age groups, formal explanations support two interpreta-
tions: internalist and structural. Beyond these age-general effects,
we find developmental changes in structural thinking, with older
children and adults more readily engaged in structural thinking.

Figure 3. Explanation evaluation as a function of explanation type, framing condition, and age group. Error
bars represent 1 SEM.

Figure 4. Mutability (a), partial definition (b), and formal explanation ratings (c) as a function of framing
condition and age group. Error bars represent 1 SEM.
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Notably, the observed pattern of developmental change is not due
to younger children simply not understanding the task or the
explanations: in the explanation evaluation task, the youngest
children discriminated meaningful (internalist or structural) expla-
nations from merely true statements (incidental explanations), and
in the explanation generation task they produced meaningful ex-
planations sensitive to the framing of the property-category asso-
ciation. Finally, our results show that the mutability measure can
effectively differentiate internalist from structural thinking across
development, and the partial definition task offers an additional
measure of differentiation for adults.

General Discussion

Using novel tasks designed to assess structural thinking, we find
evidence that even young children are able to reason about social
categories in structural terms, as manifested in 3–4-year-olds’
self-generated explanations and judgments of property mutability.
By 5–6 years, children preferentially generated and accepted struc-
tural explanations for a category-property association when a
structural constraint was presented. Not until adulthood, however,
did participants show sensitivity to structural factors in evaluating
partial definitions.

Recognizing structural reasoning as a distinct cognitive phe-
nomenon invites us to rethink findings in the literature on essen-
tialism. For example, many discussions of essentialism emphasize
its capacity to support generalizations across category members
(e.g., Gelman, 2003). In fact, generalization tasks are often used to
measure the extent to which a category representation is essential-
ized. However, structural representations can also support gener-
alizations when stable constraints act on a category occupying a
node. Structural explanations identify broad patterns that hold
robustly across “inessential perturbations” within stable structures
(Haslanger, 2016). It follows that the stability and generalizability
of category properties need not imply internalist (essentialist)
representations (see Rhodes & Mandalaywala, 2017, for a related
point). Our findings thus lay the groundwork for refining internal-
ist claims and the evidence taken to support them.

We also find that formal explanations support both structural
and internalist interpretations. In the structural condition, we sug-
gest that participants were able to construe the category label as a
pointer to the node, and that this, in turn, rendered formal expla-
nations acceptable because the explanations identified a causal or
lawful regularity relating the node and the property in question. In
the nonstructural condition, participants observed a correlation
between category membership and game choice that could not be
attributed to structural factors. We thus expected participants to
infer that girls and boys differed in their internal preferences
(Kushnir et al., 2010), and the prevalence of internalist explana-
tions confirms that they did. For these participants, we suggest that
formal explanations were acceptable because they identified a
principled or causal relationship between the category and the
property (Prasada & Dillingham, 2006, 2009; Prasada, Khemlani,
Leslie, & Glucksberg, 2013). However, it remains an open ques-
tion just what kind of relationship participants inferred. In the
structural condition, it is unclear whether participants interpreted
the node-property connection in specifically causal terms. In the
nonstructural condition, participants were not offered direct evi-
dence that the relationship between the category and the property

was principled in Prasada and Dillingham’s (2006, 2009) sense; it
remains possible that it was instead taken to support formal ex-
planations because the statistical association was so strong (Ha-
ward, Wagner, Carey, & Prasada, 2018), and that a truly principled
connection would support even stronger endorsements of formal
explanations. Identifying the conditions under which children and
adults infer different kinds of relationships, and the differential
implications of those relationships, is an important step for future
research.

Our findings concerning formal explanations raise the intriguing
possibility that generics (e.g., “Girls prefer pink”) could similarly
support structural interpretations. On most accounts, generics are
interpreted as expressing something about the underlying nature of
the category, reinforcing essentialist beliefs and potentially per-
petuating harmful stereotypes (Cimpian & Markman, 2011; Leslie,
2014; Prasada & Dillingham, 2009). For example, Leslie (2014)
argues that generics are by default interpreted as expressing “gen-
eralizations that hold because of common, inherent features of the
members of the kind” (p. 217). But if people can interpret generics
structurally, this potentially offers a new way to mitigate harmful
side effects of generic language without purging it from everyday
speech (or, equally implausibly, convincing people that many
associations between properties and social categories are merely
“accidental”).

More generally, it is valuable to consider whether structural
thinking about social categories might mitigate prejudice against
category members, and if so, which element(s) of structural think-
ing could generate this effect. Rhodes and Mandalaywala (2017)
cite evidence suggesting that essentialism promotes the view that
the relative social status of different groups reflects objective,
underlying reality, thereby supporting prejudice and endorsement
of the status quo. A structural construal could have an opposing
effect by dissociating social status from objective and intrinsic
properties of group members, and/or by promoting belief in the
mutability of social properties. Importantly, work on belief in
social determinism (BSD) suggests that merely citing external
factors is insufficient to mitigate prejudice: Rangel and Keller
(2011) find that BSD, a lay theory that “a person’s essential
features . . . are shaped permanently and profoundly [emphasis
added] by social factors” (p. 1), is associated with the same
outcomes as other essentialist beliefs: dispositional thinking, ex-
pectations of stability across situations and time, negative stereo-
typing, prejudice, discrimination, and hierarchy-enhancing ideol-
ogies (e.g., nationalism). This suggests that if structural
explanations have a mitigating effect on prejudice, it is not merely
in virtue of citing external factors, since BSD does so as well. An
important difference may be that while BSD invokes external
factors, it utilizes them to tell an “inside story” (Plaut & Markus,
2005): a story of how an African American man from a poor
neighborhood came to develop criminal tendencies, or how a
woman came to be submissive, where both individuals were “per-
manently and profoundly” shaped by social factors. In contrast, a
structural story would emphasize how stable external factors can
give rise to similar outcomes, but without necessarily implicating
one’s character and/or implying permanence. While further re-
search is clearly needed, we speculate that structural explanations
that highlight mutability, in particular, might be an effective way
to mitigate prejudice.
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Our studies succeed in differentiating structural explanations
from internalist explanations, but the contrast with BSD highlights
the need for further distinctions within the class of externalist
explanations. How does structural thinking differ from reasoning
in terms of more transient, situational factors? Do all and only
structural explanations give rise to the reported effects, or can
other types of externalist (situational) explanations produce similar
outcomes? Although the current study does not target this question
directly, the fact that our participants generated explanations spe-
cifically citing structural factors (stable environmental constraints
acting on categories, rather than a broader class of external cir-
cumstances; see the Appendix), especially in the structural condi-
tion, suggests that our participants engaged in genuinely structural
reasoning, rather than externalist thinking construed more broadly.
In current work, we are contrasting structural with nonstructural
situational explanations more directly (Vasilyeva, Gopnik, &
Lombrozo, 2018).

Future research should also examine reasoning about complex
causal systems involving both internalist and structural factors. For
example, if one believes that inherent properties determine the
assignment of social categories to their “natural niches” (e.g.,
women’s social position reflects their inherent properties), then
merely acknowledging the causal influence of nodes on categories
may be insufficient to increase the perceived mutability of relevant
properties, and thereby mitigate prejudice. An effective structural
explanation may need to explicitly reject the idea that the node-
category confound is due to the category’s inherent properties.

Other important questions about structural reasoning concern
the mechanisms underlying developmental change. Although we
find evidence of structural thinking by 3–4-year-olds, internalist
thinking was arguably more robust: even under the structural
framing, younger (and, to a lesser degree, older) children fre-
quently generated internalist explanations, and older children rated
internalist explanations as relatively good (consistent with prior
research on the prevalence of internalist interpretations; Cimpian
& Markman, 2009, 2011; Cimpian & Salomon, 2014). If internal-
ist thinking reflects an early emerging preference or default, it will
be important to understand the maturational and learning processes
shaping its scope, including the contributions of cultural input and
relevant cognitive capacities, such as counterfactual reasoning and
executive function. Another important question concerns how in-
ternalist (essentialist) and structural thinking coexist. For instance,
if internalist or essentialist thinking serves as a kind of default, it
could be that structural thinking requires greater evidence and/or
effort.

By introducing structural thinking as a special case of externalist
reasoning that exhibits some of the signatures of internalist/essen-
tialist thinking, we have unmasked a gap in our understanding of
categorical reasoning, and opened up new directions of study that
could help account for some of the mixed evidence in research on
the development of relational reasoning, essentialist beliefs about
social categories, and reasoning about moral and conventional
norms.
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Appendix

Open-Ended Explanation Coding Procedure

The explanations were coded by two independent coders. The
participants’ age, gender and experimental condition were masked.
One of the coders (the first author) was aware of the tested
hypotheses; the other coder was not. Both coders coded 100% of
the responses, Cohen’s kappa � .87, p � .001; disagreements were
resolved via discussion). Each explanation could be coded into
multiple categories, but in practice all received only one code. In
the single case where a response belonged to multiple categories
(an adult in the essentialist condition produced internalist, struc-
tural, and miscellaneous explanations), we retained the code cor-
responding to the first mentioned reason.

The miscellaneous category included explanations that could be
construed as situational but not structural (i.e., they did not cite
stable structural constraints), e.g., proximal cause explanations
citing prior causal events from the game-selection procedure, e.g.,
“because they threw a pebble and that’s where it landed” (non-

structural condition: three 5-6-year-olds, four adults; structural
condition: one 4-year-old, one 5-year-old) and explanations citing
properties external to the social groups, albeit intrinsic to the
games, e.g., “’cause it’s fun” (nonstructural condition: 4-year-old,
two 5-year-olds; structural condition: one 4-year-old, one 5-year-
old). Given that such externalist-but-not-structural explanations
were so infrequent, we combined them with other miscellaneous
explanations. Importantly, such explanations were extremely rare
in the structural condition, suggesting that participants attended
specifically to the structural properties of the environment rather
than indiscriminately sampling from a broadly construed set of
external circumstances.
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